Errata

May 2000:

p. vii, para starting 'For advice on Chinese...', Sue-Yiew ought to be Siew-Yue

p. xxiii, the third symbol in the list should read
   à nasaled open back unrounded vowel, French an

p. xxiii, halfway down, a phonetic symbol is missing:
   đ voiced retroflex plosive

p. 216-243, pronunciation preference graphs are missing for the headwords
detail, diagnose, direct, direction, discount, dispute, distribute,
donate, drama, drastic, due, and during. However the relevant
statistics are included in the text.

p. 553, this same symbol is missing at the entry for pandit, which should read
   pandit, P~ 'pænd et 'pænd-, §-st —Hindi
   [pænd ét] ~s s

p. 868, Zhou, line two: o-circumflex ought to be o-macron:
   Zhou dynasty dʒau tʃɔu || dʒau tʃou — Chi
   Zhu [tʃou]